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Stories from CUTR

Julie Bond served as master of ceremonies for CommuterLand, an event hosted by Commute.org, held in South San Francisco on March 15. CommuterLand was made possible and real enough through the presentations of Best Workplaces for Commuters (BWC) award recipients from the Bay Area. The three-hour event concluded with the awarding of the 2018 Best Workplaces for Commuters to employers that included Genentech (South San Francisco), Oracle (Redwood Shores), YouTube and Walmart eCommerce (San Bruno), Google and Intuit (Mountain View) and LinkedIn (San Francisco). These distinguished employers offer cutting-edge commuter benefits to attract and retain employees, solve parking challenges, and reduce environmental impacts, while also satisfying local and state ordinances. Best Workplaces is a national program managed by the CUTR TDM Team.
Dr. Sisinnio Concas, leading the Autonomous-Connected Mobility Evaluation project at CUTR, was featured in Bay News 9 for his research on the future of autonomous connected vehicles in Tampa Bay. If you missed it, you can watch the report here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bTcz7ICmyU&feature=youtu.be


Tampa Bay Clean Cities coordinator Alex Kolpakov represented the coalition at the 2018 Pinellas County Eco Fun Fest, which attracted nearly 1,000 attendees. This year's event featured environmentally themed exhibitors, equipment demonstrations, a Touch-a-Truck exhibit, and an electric vehicle (EV) display. Alex was on hand to field questions from the community about EV technology and the benefits of transportation electrification.

CUTR research associate and Tampa Bay Clean Cities coordinator **Alex Kolpakov** was interviewed for an article on Florida electric vehicle (EV) policy for the Energy News Network. See the report here: [https://energynews.us/southeast/new-funding-](https://energynews.us/southeast/new-funding-)
On March 13, CUTR research associate Alex Kolpakov presented “Airport Clean Vehicle Policies for Private Ground Transportation Providers” at the Airport Ground Transportation Association (AGTA) Conference in Reno, NV. The presentation reported on the results of the ACRP Synthesis project (ACRP 11-03/S02-19) recently completed by CUTR.
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